(Junior) Frontend Developer (m / f )
Smacty is an innovative IoT SaaS startup based in Graz, Austria. We support companies with development,
deployment and scaling of IoT applications and devices. We offer our employees the possibility to envision and
create state-of-the-art cloud technology with our Smacty platform. 


To strengthen our core development team in Graz, we are looking for a highly-motivated full-stack software
developer (m/f) with skills in creating an intuitive user interface with state-of-the-art web technologies.

Y

OUR RESPONSIBILITIES
Working close with the CTO and the remote development team in the creation and design of the SaaS platform
Participation in the planning, preparation and design of an efficient front-end architecture
Drive your own ideas for code and process improvements

Y

OUR SKILLS
E

ducation (HTL, FH, TU) in the field of computer science, software engineering or similar

Analytical thinking & a passion for start-up culture
Willingness to contribute ideas and concepts to create a great user experience
Y

ou have at least 1 year of experience with React, Redux, Hooks, HTML, SCSS, JS

Y

ou have already worked with web development and you have a strong knowledge of web standards

UX

WH

conception, incl. tools such as Figma and/or Sketch

AT WE OFFER

We are open for developers that are recent University graduates, as well as for candidates enrolled in the University. What
matters are your skills and how well you will be able to realize the ideas of our customers with their speci fic use cases.
Part-time position with the option of full-time employment
Flexible working hours with possibility of remote work
Very cool team with great team buildings and chill atmosphere
We offer a part-time job in a dynamic company, as well as a collective agreement-compliant remuneration from
2,518, - with willingness to overpay, depending on experience and qualifications.


EU

R

CONTACT


Please submit your application to office@smacty.com with the subject "Application for Smacty React". We look forward
to hearing from you!

Smacty GmbH

Stremayrgasse 16

8010 Graz, Austria

info@smacty.com
www.smacty.com

